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hospitality suite? What's for dinner? What about
dancing? Who's going to be there?‖
This year our hosts have secured the beautiful
Hilton Gaslamp Hotel for only $149 a night. Isn't
that fantastic...and right downtown in the Gaslamp
District too? Make your reservations early even if
you aren't 100% sure you can make it. Get the room
of your choice before the only thing left is the room
right across from the elevator and ice machine!
Don't get stuck in a broom closet at your age. Make
the reservation!
―Fine, fine, but what about THE PARTY?‖ you ask.
Yes, my fellow Frankfurters, Bobbie and Chris
have once again managed to talk their way into the
Presidential Suite where we can bring in our own
snacks and "adult" beverages! Are you happy now?
Additionally, they have secured the wine expert of
all time--the Cabernet King himself, Mike
McCready '67, who will once again delight our
palates with his wine-tasting event. Mike can
transform even you, a cheap beer drinker, into a
quasi-wine expert if you show up for this special
event.

Hellooooo San Diego...We're BAAAACK! The world
renowned Frankfurt American High School‘s
annual reunion will be held in the beautiful
Gaslamp District in San Diego. Once again, we will
be treated to a fabulous party, with returning
hosts, Bobbie Thacker '69 and Chris ("the Dude")
Jesseman '68. What do they have in store for us
this time?
"Why should I come to San Diego?" you ask.
Well, for starters, it has great weather, miles of
sandy beaches, major attractions, and San Diego is
known worldwide as one of the best tourist
destinations. Although most of San Diego's
privately owned major attractions are well known
around the world, many diverse and exciting
recreational opportunities are also available.
Moreover, San Diego's miles and miles of publicly
owned open space and preserves provide outdoor
recreation and scenic beauty. Additionally, there
are three municipal golf courses, Torrey Pines,
Balboa Park, and Mission Bay Golf Course and
Practice Center. Let's not forget about the Gaslamp
District! It is Southern California's premier dining,
shopping, and entertainment district, where you'll
find a truly eclectic blend of food, fun and culture
all within one of San Diego's most historic areas.
―Well blah, blah, blah,‖ you may say. ―We can read
about all of that on the internet! What about the
party—the festivities and, most of all, the

So you say you can dance. Well, let‘s dance!
Bobbie and Chris have thought of everything!
Remember the cool DJ they had in 2003? (The guy
our age...knows our music...the best we've ever
had!). Well...he's back too! Sooooooo, in preparation
get out the BenGay...slam down a few pain
relievers and "Kick off your Sunday shoes...
Oowhee, Marie...Shake it, shake it for me. Whoa,
Milo... C'mon, c'mon let's go! Lose your blues...
everybody cut footloose."
"Hey man, I just want to eat,‖ you say.
Yep, yep, we have you covered because you, my
friend, are going to Bucca di Beppo on Friday night!
It's the best Italian food this side of Rome. Who
doesn't LOVE Italian food? (Oh...for Pete's sake,
bring your Tums!) In addition, don't worry; there
will be plenty of snacks in the hospitality room, a
little breakfast for our alumni meeting on
Saturday, and an amazing dinner (and that dance)
on Saturday night.
"That all sounds great, but is my old high school
squeeze going to be there?"
Well...maybe yes and maybe no. Nevertheless, we
can guarantee two things, if yes, there will be A
LOT more to squeeze and they will be old! (I crack
myself up.)

drive cross-country, or start hitchhiking (remember
the 60's & 70's?). Whatever it takes ...just get there.
If you need a roomie, (think like a dormie) we can
help you find one. Just let someone know.

Sincerely, we have a great crowd that encompasses
every aspect of our FAHS experience. Don't worry
about fitting in (your jeans). Everyone fits in with
this crowd and you will be welcomed with open
arms (hugs all around). We want you to have fun,
make new friends, connect with old ones, and just
enjoy a few days of being in the "way back
machine". It is an amazing experience! This party
is just for you!
In the meantime, be sure to keep checking
http://frankfurthigh.com/ for updates to the "I'll Be
There" list. These lists are updated periodically
and will give you a good idea of who is going to
show up. Having said that, we do have a few people
who show up without being on the list (I could
name names here but you know who you are).
These people live for SURPRISE! You won't want
to miss these notorious people!
The key to a successful reunion is YOU. You have
to show up to help make it a real party. So, get your
reservations made at the hotel (mention Frankfurt
High School Reunion) either on the phone or
through this link:
http://www.hilton.com/en/hi/groups/personalized/S/
SANGQHF-FHS-20120725/index.jhtml
Next, let someone know you are coming and your
name will appear on the list. Then, as soon as it is
announced, pay your registration fee by utilizing
the FAHS website‘s PayPal option. Finally, please
remember your FAHS alumni dues. Your $20 a
year dues is very important in maintaining the site
and making sure that you and others stay
connected. Again, PayPal is available for your
convenience.
When you have finally taken care of all that it will
be time to look for flight deals, arrange a car pool,

The bottom line is: Come to San Diego! Plan to
make it a little vacation or a long weekend (you
deserve it), because without you it just won't be a
real FAHS party! Come early...stay late. We will
leave the light on for you.
Keep watching for more news, check the
http://frankfurthigh.com website often, and help us
get the word out. See you in 2012 in San Diego.
California Dreamin' Redux, here we come!
* this article has been given a 6th grade reading
level according to the Flesch-Kincaid Readability
Indicator (the pop-up thing after spell check)-so NO
excuses that you never paid attention in high
school…hence you didn’t understand and so didn't
show up ! See you there! : )

Editor‘s Note: All San Diego Photos shown above
courtesy of http://www.pdphoto.org/.

VIRGINIA JOHNSON –
MINDING THE NEST

She found housing two blocks from the concert hall
and regularly attended to enjoy the likes of the
Vienna Philharmonic, the Tokyo Philharmonic, as
well as the Takarzuka, an all female theater,
Kabuki, and Noh. Naturally, she explored ground
zero at Nagasaki and Hiroshima. And despite the
unfriendly way Japanese were treated in America
during and after the war, she said she found the
Japanese to be a warm and friendly people who
received Americans with respect and kindness.
The only down side of her teaching experience there
was that it took forty-five minutes by bus to get to
school every day.
Teachers were awarded two-year contracts
normally, and it was the standard that after two
years in a favorable position, one could apply for
transfer. After her first two years, Virginia applied
for a transfer and was granted one to Frankfurt in
1957.

Empty nest? Ha—what empty nest? If anyone had
told young Virginia Johnson, an elementary school
teacher from Madison, Wisconsin, that her future
students would hunt her down in retirement, she
would have scoffed. What nonsense. Alumni
hunting down their old teachers….
By now, she has become used to it—not that she‘s
tooting her own horn—or trumpet, that is. Hard to
imagine Virginia blowin‘ Dixieland, but, I‘m getting
ahead of myself telling this story.
Instead of asking Ms. Johnson how she grew after
Frankfurt, it seemed more appropriate to discover
how she got there in the first place. Teaching little
kids songs wasn‘t exactly how Ms. Johnson
intended on spending a teaching career, but it
didn‘t take a rocket scientist to realize that there
wasn‘t going to be a lot of job shifting in the
Madison school system; and the chances were
pretty good that she would continue to hold that
post unless she could come up with a launch pad.
One day, another teacher told her about an
advertisement for teachers to apply overseas.
So it was that one fine day in 1955, Virginia blasted
off and landed in Tokyo with a two-year contract to
teach high school band to young Americans
dependents of the military. I chuckled when I
imagined the tall, lanky Ms. Johnson exploring the
streets of Tokyo, head and shoulders above the
average Japanese. Yes, she admitted she stood out,
all right.

She found herself housed in the Bachelor Officers‘
Quarters, along with other single teachers, which,
thankfully, was but a block away from the high
school.
She began teaching music, and did
continuing education at the University of
Maryland, taking everything they offered to further
her undergraduate studies and satisfy her love of
learning. It was here she began to take German
classes.
Naturally, she continued her trips to the opera. In
Frankfurt, it was just a step to the strassenbahn,
and she was there. Virginia used to practice her
German while at the ticket office window. The
ticket master always engaged her in German,
despite that she noted he spoke fluent English to
most other Americans in line for the opera.
Ms. Johnson received a degree in German from the
University of Maryland, and spent some summers
in
Boulder,
Colorado,
conducting
other
undergraduate work. She received her Master‘s in
Music in the United States. However, one summer,
she was hired to teach German for summer school
at FHS. Usually, German was taught during the
school year by German Nationals, but pursuant to
the Status of Forces Agreement, German Nationals
could not teach summer school. From then on, it
was no holds barred for Ms. Johnson, and she went
to the mats every year thence forth, teaching music
and German. Later, she would receive a degree in
counseling from Ball State University in Indiana.
At some point, bachelor teachers were granted a
second room for study purposes. Virginia explained
that the bachelors‘ quarters (for those of you who
never spent any time there waiting for family
quarters) were usually two rooms connected by a
bath, which bachelors shared. A kitchen was

available down the hall. Once teachers were given
a second room, they each occupied the mini suite,
and gained private use of the bathroom in the
bargain. Later, single teachers were moved from
the BOQs and were granted a housing allowance.
Virginia performed in a jazz trio at FHS for a brief
period of time, appearing before student variety
shows. She said Herb Reid, the band director,
played bass; another teacher she can‘t recall played
tenor sax; and she, trumpet.
However, the real fun, she said, was participating
in the Berlin Music Festival that began to occur in
the mid sixties.
Singing groups from American
Schools in Verdun, Paris, and Frankfurt, among
others, took the Duty Train to Berlin to participate.
The paperwork was unbelievable, and everything
had to be letter perfect, to the dotted ―i.‖ The kids
stayed with families in Berlin, and the teachers
stayed in transient hotels the Army had available
to it.
These were whirlwind tours, usually
occurring just over a weekend, and included travel,
rehearsal, and a brief sightseeing tour.
Insofar as the train passed through what was then
the Russian sector, there was a strict protocol. One
year she was hauled in because a student took a
photo from the train window as they passed
through the red zone. She recalled the student
quite well. That same student, whose name she
holds back, was also well known for other renegade
antics such as painting ―‘68‖ on the heating plant
smoke stack by the bowling alley. They became
friends.
Another student who became a great friend is Tom
Hardaway ‘70. He joined the Army and came back
to Germany in the role of choir director. He and his
wife at the time, Pat Hardaway ‘71, adopted four
children. Both have stayed in contact with Virginia
over time. Virginia recalls that Tom recently took
The Texas Children‘s Choir of San Antonio to the
Kennedy Center, but, unfortunately, she was
unable to attend, as her sister was ill.
Virginia retired in 1986, but preferred the
Frankfurt life; so she stayed on, teaching part time
for the City College of Chicago. Naturally, once she
had retired, she lost her housing allowance, but she
stayed with a friend who still had one. They lived
in a condo which her friend had purchased.
In 1995, when the school closed, there was a big
reunion, which many alumni attended.
Ms.
Johnson said beer tents were placed on the football
field—something every student extracurricular
group wished they could have pulled off years
earlier.

Some of her teacher friends were Anne Moore, who
taught French and Joan Costello who taught Latin
and Social Studies and later became a counselor.
Both women retired to Sun City Center in Florida.
Virginia used to travel with them and visited them
often. Both are now deceased. In Frankfurt, she
often traveled with Betty Nicholas and remained
friends to the end. She was also long-time friends
with Al Wilson, who taught French. Mr. Wilson
was struggling so this past winter until Mr.
Burgett advised her of his death. Mr. Burgett, who
taught woodworking and was Vice Principal for a
time, is, according to Ms. Johnson, still alive as of
this writing.
While Virginia has attended many student
reunions,
she
notes
that
teachers
and
administrators also hold yearly reunions, and says
that alumni are welcome. If you wish to attend
such
a
reunion,
you
may
contact
http://www.doddsreunionXXIV.com.
She also points out that there is an archive which
exists in Wichita, Kansas, sponsored by the
American Overseas Schools‘ Historical Society. She
has donated all her yearbooks and music
memorabilia to this society, and if you have items
you wish to have included in the archive, you may
contact them at http://www.AOSHS.com.
Virginia is now content to be retired in Madison,
Wisconsin.
She told me, ―My greatest joy at FHS was directing
the Melloteens, honors choir, admission by
audition. Those are the people who are tracking me
down in my dotage, except for you from the German
side of my job description. Over the years,
Melloteens had between forty and sixty members
and performed between fifteen and twenty times a
year. They were heard and seen by American
audiences--FHS, Junior High feeder schools, wives'
club
luncheons,
chapel events.
As
good
ambassadors we performed at German schools,
German-American club events, the US Consulate,
and we had a years-long relationship with a
German children's choir from Niederursel. Nobody
ever told me this, but I always felt that Melloteens
did more for German American friendship than any
other group from FHS. (How's that for tooting my
horn?)‖

SOARING EAGLE - DIANE TRACE
WARLICK (’67)

Commencement exercises for the class of 1967 were
held at the Gazelle Shafthaus at the Frankfurt
Zoo. Diane Warlick chuckled and told me the joke
at the time was it was quite fitting. She didn‘t take
her education as a joke, though, and went from
there to college in South Carolina where she
majored in nursing. Diane had an idea to be of
service to others. She, like most FHSers, attributes
her ideals to the good work of her own loving
parents. She grew up watching her father loyally
serve his country and her mother loyally serve her
family and the community through volunteer
activities.
When Diane Warlick stood for the National
Anthem, it always brought tears to her eyes and
lump to her throat, because she had learned to love
her country. So it was no surprise to her parents
when she applied for a military scholarship, which
she was awarded for her last two year of college. In
return, she gave the United States three years of
active duty at Fort Polk, Louisiana.
She put her first husband through law school while
nursing at a children‘s hospital. It was there
something very strange began to happen to Nurse
Warlick. It all started with her not being able to
really understand the conflict that seemed to be
consistently repeated—doctors would say one thing
and parents, another. She began to realize it had
to do with the financial aspect of hospitalization—
who can stay and who can‘t. At first, she kept
quiet, as did all the nurses. The realization was
that doctors dictate medicine, and who were nurses
to question their orders, even if they had greater
knowledge, for who could have greater knowledge
than a doctor?
However, came the day she finally questioned a
doctor‘s order. She recalled it was a child with a
brittle bone disease, and Diane was ordered to put
the child in traction. She realized it wasn‘t the

right course of action and was in an awful
conundrum. She looked up the rules and
regulations for nurses, which stated that nurses
were not allowed to place children in traction. She
went to her supervisor, who advised her to follow
the regulations, which she did. At 5 a.m. the next
morning, the physician called her at home on her
unlisted number and screamed at her for not
following his orders. The hard cold facts of nursing
were that, according to the doctor, his authority
overruled hospital policy and his power came before
the well being of a patient; and in this case, the
patients were children. She could not understand
how it was okay for a physician, who obviously got
her phone number from hospital administration, to
threaten her job because she right thing and had
followed ―the book.‖
Diane realized she was at a major crossroad in her
life. She still had G.I. Bill money, so she decided to
go to law school to see if she could make a
difference in the role of nursing to the nursing
profession itself. She began her legal education in
Ohio.
She met her second husband while she was still in
the Army Reserve. She was in San Antonio for a
Reserve officers‘ advanced course in her first year
of law school. He lived in Boston. Using military
hops between Whright Patterson Air Force Base,
Boston, and Washington, D.C., they were able to
see each other frequently. She transferred to
Boston University to continue her legal education,
and together they took a vacation in the Virgin
Islands over spring break and fell in love with St.
Croix. When she finished law school and took the
Bar Exam, they went to St. Croix for Thanksgiving
and decided to stay.
She credits her ―Brat‖
upbringing for feeling so at home in such a multicultural community.
She ―just walked into‖ her first law job literally
―right off the beach.‖ Diane met with the managing
partner of a small Virgin Islands law firm that
practiced medical malpractice defense and
litigation. After a short interview, he asked, ―When
can you start?‖
She stuck with it for eight incredible years, but
realized she had to leave, because she had become
involved with the Virgin Island Nurse‘s
Association, which took an anti-administration
position on staffing and patient safety at the local
hospital. That position was against the V.I.
Commissioner of Health. As an officer of the V.I.
Nurse‘s Association, she helped stage a nursing
walkout over quality of care concerns. Diane was
informed by the law office partners that such a
position presented a conflict of interest with a

client and asked her to discontinue such activities.
To her, it seemed ―like a good day to leave.‖
Warlick then started a solo practice, which wasn‘t
the smartest thing she ever did, she admitted, what
with no planning and no capital and no clients.
Meanwhile, she continued her activities with the
Virgin Island Nurse‘s Association and following up
in schools with nurses pursuing law degrees, and
eventually helped establish a group that would
become The American Association of Nurse
Attorneys (―TAANA‖), a national organization
which just celebrated its thirtieth year of existence.
Together with another nurse attorney named Cindy
Northrop and a number of nurses in law school,
Diane set up meetings in various parts of the
country to establish a network of ―nurse attorneys‖
(a designation they coined), and ―nursing law‖
began to evolve. Their goal was ―to form an
association, but there were a myriad of legal and
logistical issues which dragged us down until we
finally realized we should just go ahead and do it.‖
They incorporated in the District of Columbia and
just ran with it, learning about corporate,
association, and tax law along the way.
One blistery winter day, Diane and Cindy had an
appointment to meet at Senator Ted Kennedy‘s
office, when a snow storm began to rage. Instead,
the Senator sent his limousine to take them to his
home in Northern Virginia, where they spent
several hours in front of a roaring fire discussing
health care and the law and how to bring the two
together. Nursing should have a significant say in
law agreed Senator Kennedy, but he had no idea
how the two professions could meld for the public
benefit. Naturally, Cindy and Diane saw this as an
incredible opportunity and offered to inform him
and comment on issues that arose in the legislative
arena.
Their newly formed association was gaining
momentum, as its purpose became more spelled
out--namely to be a sort of informal lobby for
nurses and to educate nurses about the legal issues
which impacted their practice by presenting
seminars.
About that time Hurricane Hugo made its
appearance and devastated the Virgin Islands,
leaving her and hubby with nothing but the clothes
on their backs.
Shortly after the hurricane,
Cynthia died of colon cancer. Diane attended and
spoke at the memorial service held at Columbia
University, where she met a nurse in law school—
Felice Quigley, who subsequently became her law
partner. They had a civil law practice that focused
on medical malpractice litigation for eleven years.

They had an edge. They were able to critically
analyze cases because of their nursing experience
and their ability to actually read a medical record!
Through the evolution of TAANA and the
development of nursing law, she continued to
champion the rights of patients, and the need to
hold patient safety over hospital financing, altering
the day-to-day perspective of hospital nursing,
where nursing, not administration, is a hospital‘s
primary function and to introduce law into health
care.
Warlick became the second president of TAANA
and told her constituency there has to be a line that
can‘t be crossed over when it comes to patient
rights/safety.
Through her association with
TAANA, she came before the Supreme Court of the
United States with an amicus brief she authored in
conjunction with the American Nurse‘s Association
on a patient‘s right to self-determination.
More recently, while living in New Orleans, Diane
met the personal assistant to the President of the
World War II Museum‘s Board of Directors who
encouraged her to check out their monthly
speakers. The first speaker she heard was General
John Vesey—a name which sounded familiar to
her. In fact, he had been the C.O. at a base her
father covered as the Red Cross Field Director,
when stationed in Nurnberg and she was in junior
high. After the speech, she approached the
General, who indeed remembered her father and
reminded Diane that his brother had been her
father‘s Assistant Field Director.
Her conversation with the General brought home
those old military values; and, without much
further thought, Diane decided to volunteer time to
the Museum. She worked for a couple of years
filing and organizing documents and artifacts from
soldiers‘ files collected by author, Stephen Ambrose
and the continuing donations from their families.
―It is an astounding collection of memories of the
lives of thousands of young soldiers who stood in
harm‘s way in defense of freedom. Their personal
photos, stories, letters, uniforms, guns, bullets,
cameras, K-rations, their shared long hard
moments of intense fear and danger, familial and
national love, humor, sweat, and blood given to
causes they firmly believed to be for greatest good
is incredibly touching and endearing. I cannot
express how those quiet file and storage rooms
behind the scenes of the WWII Museum are the
most important part of that museum. They reflect
the best part of being free and the effort and will on
the part of heroic thousands as they struggled to
help those overwhelmed by evil regain their

freedom and dignity. There is almost no word for
it, short of breathtaking.‖
Today, Diane is semi-retired from law, yet
continues to work for nurse law through her
associations, advocating patient rights, writing and
teaching nursing law. She can be reached at
dtwarlick@gmail.com.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ‘BYE
FOND REMEMBRANCES
DWIGHT MEEKER ‗70
We, Buddy Lerch '69 and I, wanted to be at this
reunion so bad, we drove for 15 hours from near
Austin, Texas. I drove additionally 4 hours from
Houston to Buddy's. We laughed all the way to
Colorado Springs!! If you haven't spent some time
with Buddy, I highly recommend it. Safe to say,
there was no danger of us dozing off on that trip.
There was one time we cut up so much we couldn't
stop laughing...one of those beverage-through-thenose moments...LOL.

he is to his alum to share such a huge selection
from his personal stock. We drank it all :) Thanks
Bro!
This party was well planned and the venues were
outstanding. I thoroughly enjoyed the very personal
tour of the Air Force Academy provided by Dave
Kellogg. But I guess the Friday evening meal at the
Edelweiss stands out most for me, as I thought the
German food was great and the many biers
available were a special treat for me personally. It
was great to have two musicians in lederhosen
playing German bier hall songs, to everyone's
delight.
But the one thing that was special beyond anything
anticipated was the solo dancing by Becky Bowling
Blessing '73 on Saturday night--she was
something!! But as we watched with big smiles,
suddenly Buddy Lerch bounds onto the floor and
begins matching her dance steps! They were
something to behold!! Wish everyone could have
shared that moment. They are immortalized on the
back cover of the reunion CD.

Our accommodations at The Antlers Hotel were
very nice! I think Gaye Crosby Doane '69 and
Meredith Turner Kellogg '72 made a great choice.
And I found the staff very accommodating. Don't
know of them telling us to "keep it down" even
once.
The hospitality suite was big and well stocked and
it was a great gathering place before and after
outings. They had it decorated with banners and
flags and lots of paraphernalia. Everyone seemed to
really enjoy the atmosphere created there.
Groovy…I brought all of my photo albums and
scrap books and was proud of the reception they
got. Glad I held onto all that stuff.
The reunion was a blast! As always, it was a thrill
seeing my friends and family, AND the newbies are
always a special highlight of the event. I saw
Darrell Lombard '70 and Coach Drakulich & Arina
for the first time since graduation in '70! What a
treat. And others that I hadn't seen since 'back in
the day' were Susie Pennington '71, Paula Shick
'70, and Debbie Birkhauser '71 and some I'm not
remembering as I write this; plus I met a host of
others I didn't know, but do now! Far out...
Mike McCready's '67 wine tasting event was a big
hit, as it has been in the past. What a great friend

Photo courtesy of FASHAA photographer, John
Neumyer ‗70

CINDY MCGILL HAYES ‗71
This is the story of the double rainbow of
friendship.

God has unique ways of bringing people together--a
promise and a symbol of friendship engraved across
the sky and in our hearts forever doubled.

It had been dreary, dizzily Frankfurt day. Sandi
Keim, my sister, Barbara Bennett, and I were
almost home from school when all of the sudden the
sun began to shine through the gray army blanket
of clouds. Sandi began singing, as she frequently
did, perhaps to welcome the sun or maybe because
we were almost home.
She sang, ―I feel pretty, oh so pretty. I feel pretty
and witty and wise, and I pity any girl that isn‘t me
tonight.‖
Of course, Barbara and I joined in. She turned the
corner of her building in Platen, and Barbara and I
turned around to witness one of the most
magnificent sights of our lives--a double rainbow.
These awesome rainbows were vibrantly hued,
complete arcs that became etched in my heart and
mind all these years.

Cindy McGill Hayes ‘71 and Sandi Keim Blair ‗71
Photo Courtesy of Sandi Keim Blair

Fast forward forty years.
I first saw Sandi‘s name on Bruce Garner‘s
Facebook friend list and I sent her request to friend
me. The two of us chatted a few times, and we
found out that both of us were going to the reunion
in Colorado Springs.
My husband and I actually ran into Sandi on the
elevator at the hotel. We sat together at the
Phantom Canyon Brewery the first night of the
reunion, and I told her the story of our song and the
double rainbow. I still don‘t believe what happened
next! While we were waiting to order dinner,
Buddy, Tina, Sandi, and Bruce were looking out the
window of the restaurant. All of the sudden they
came running over to me, ―Cindy, you have to see
this. Come, quickly.‖ I hurried to the window, and
there before me were two rainbows, one atop the
other--a double rainbow.

JUST WHO IS THE EDITOR?
Incognito, inconspicuous, but indubitably
in search of a good story…GOT ONE?
Photo courtesy of Buddy Lerch

Accepting reports via carrier pigeon,
smoke signals, or Little Orphan Annie
Coded messages at
mujerescondita@yahoo.com

DAWN THOMPSON ‘69 CHECKS
OUT HISTORY AT THE LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS
Back in the old Frankfurt High days, Dawn
Thompson didn‘t exactly see herself as being a
librarian, but she did take her first computer
programming course there. Today, Dawn is an IT
Specialist on the IT Security team at America‘s
number one library, The Library of Congress. But
yes, she did augment her history/English degree
with another in library science. If ever a woman
loves where she works, that woman is Dawn
Thompson, with a career there spanning three plus
decades.
After earning her first college diploma at
Southwest Texas University in San Marcos, Texas,
she moved to northern Virginia in search of gainful
employment, and landed what she termed a little
job—but just the right job--as a clerk at the
Congressional Library; thus getting her foot in the
door, and from there worked her way from the
Copyright Office to IT operations and security.
The Library is an amazing place, Dawn explains
with great pride. It is a legislative agency, serving
not only the Congress, but all Americans, great and
small. Anyone visiting the Library may register as
a reader, and anyone may conduct research there.
However, she is quick to add that certain materials
are restricted and require more than a library pass
to examine. In such cases, special gloves are
employed, and certain items, such as cameras and
knives are verboten.
The Library houses seventeen reading rooms and
some 147 million items, including 33 million
catalogued books in 470 languages, and some 63
million manuscripts. It houses the largest rare book
collection in the world as well as legal materials,
films, maps, sheet music, and sound recordings.
One of the most famous American documents
secured at the Library of Congress is Jefferson‘s
rough draft of the Declaration of Independence.
Dawn points out something very interesting about
said document. The term ―citizens‖ was an
afterthought, as the original word Jefferson used
was ―subjects,‖ which he crossed out and changed.
Thus was the corner turned, and on a piece a paper
from a great mind, America‘s great adventure in
personal freedom began.

Other manuscripts to be found there are the
records of the NAACP, papers of the first through
twenty-third American Presidents, those of
Thurgood Marshall, and Margaret Mead. The
Guttenberg Bible, one of three perfect copies in the
world, is found there on vellum, as well as the
oldest example of printing, a Buddhist sutra, a
discourse dating from 770, A.D. On a more
humorous note, the papers of Groucho Marx,
certain original Marvel comics are carefully
maintained, as are those of Houdini, and Matthew
Brady‘s Civil War prints.
Most items found in the library acquired via the
Copyright Office or are either gifted or purchased.
Over the generations, the acquisitions department
has built an awe-inspiring collection on behalf of
the American people.
Interestingly enough, the Library of Congress is
part of the American interlibrary loan system, and
is considered the ‗library of last resort,‖ but you‘ll
probably have to purchase a plane ticket to review
any materials therein.
What Dawn couldn‘t talk enough about, and what
is close to all our hearts, I am sure, as military
brats, is the Veteran‘s History Project, which is a
collection of accounts from all major wars in which
the United States took part, commencing with
WWI, to include the recent wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Each collection is a donation by
individual soldiers (or their survivors and heirs) of
particular wars in which the U.S. participated,
consisting of interviews, letters, memorabilia,
recordings and photos.
Dawn said that any soldier wishing to provide an
account of his own historical point of view during
any war may participate. The Library of Congress
hosts a website for that purpose: The Veterans‘
Project. Any vet or his or her family or donating
party may feel free to visit www.loc.gov/vets/ and

find out how to get involved. Many of our brothers,
fathers, uncles, grandfathers, sisters and daughters
either survived or heroically gave their lives to
noble causes involving war, and if your family
wants to secure valuable artifacts for the greater
American posterity, the Library of Congress‘
Veterans‘ Project might be worth investigating.
Such collections are well protected and deserve a
rightful place in the halls of history.
And the next time you come to visit D.C., don‘t
forget to visit our own Library of Congress. Dawn
Thompson will be minding the store.

CHRIS STIMSON ’69 STILL ROCKIN’
IN THE FREE WORLD

What do a Loden coat, a Tandberg reel to reel tape
deck, and a twelve-string guitar have in common?
Working a cup a jo, Chris Stimson would not be so
immodest as to suggest that he was a young man in
control of his options, although he knows full well
his family provided an environment where freedom
could be enjoyed. His father was a spooky air
attaché to the American Embassy in Oslo, Norway
in the late ‗60s, but that suited Chris just fine. He
had a mind to stay in Europe, where the music
scene was exploding; and the choice of Frankfurt to
be his alma mater worked. So, equipped with a
diplomatic passport and the beat in his heart, his
family (Dad, Mom, Brian, Allison and Melissa...all
in their big Jeep) drove Chris from Norway to the
dorm in Frankfurt with those three essential
articles, and he began his own life as a senior in
1969.
Concert after concert—from the Doors and with
Canned Heat, to Hendrix to Steppenwolf and
Donovan, Chris soon found himself a freshman at
UM München in the dorms, which, he explained,
were actually previously those of the Hitler Corp.
He was an artist, but he was also a musician, and
played publicly in a trio called the Bad Habit,

opening at the university‘s student center. And of
course, the concert life continued. What Chris
enjoyed most about the European music experience
were the club venues, allowing audiences to
experience incredible bands in a more personalized
setting—to wit, Jimi Hendrix at the magnificent
Jahrhunderthalle in Frankfurt.
Chris went back stateside for his second year of
college, at the University of Akron. At the Phi
Sigma Kappa frat house, he befriended the
owner/manager of Cops and Robbers, one of the
first head shops in the area. The manager noted
difficulty in getting customers into the second-floor
shop, so Chris, the artist, volunteered his services,
suggesting he paint signage, and thus, the shop
took off. At some point, the owner decided to sell
the shop, and Chris shrewdly bought him out.
About that time the music scene in the Northeast
broke from what can only be explained as the
American AM radio snooze, wherein the listener
was inundated with loud, obnoxious commercials,
brassy DJs, and a handful of mostly boring top-ten
pop tunes. At that time WMMS Cleveland, broke
from its robot station format as it took on the staff
of its competitor WNCR FM, an ―underground‖
radio station. From there it and other underground
FM stations speckled across America, with their
mellow, softly spoken and understated, chilled FM
disc jockeys became the harbinger of the new in a
digestible format. WMMS was the forefront radio,
and according to Stimson, the most influential
station in the United States at the time, from
which emerged the hero artists like Springsteen,
Marley, Roxy Music, Eno, Bowie, The Pretenders,
etc. It was the emergency of ―FM‖ and the whole
new era of progressive rock.
Chris explains that in the fallout of the early ‗70s‘
economic failure in the industrial north—or the
Rust Belt, music became the default bottom line;
and Akron became the Liverpool of the U.S. During
that period, Chris moved around a bit, mostly
working as a manager of record stores, and briefly
did a radio show on public radio breaking
alternative music. All of this served to open in
Chris a love of exposing and promoting new music
to the public. However, jockeying for position
sometimes calls for lateral movement, if only to
keep on keepin‘ on during hard times. He took a
marketing job with The Crow‘s Nest in Joliet,
Illinois, the owner of which held the patent for the
―pinch hitter,‖ and from the profits of which,
opened a huge music store, and Chris became the
buyer.
As buyer, Chris also became the Billboard reporter
for the store. Billboard reporters provided sales

information to Billboard, which kept track of the
top 100 tunes. Reporters were thus in a position to
not necessarily report the top selling music, but to
influence the music scene by reporting top
emerging music. Before long, Chris was romanced
by record labels and was offered a job as one of the
customer service representative for Capitol
Records‘ Chicago branch. Back in those days,
promoters pretty much had no budget, and the sky
was Chris‘ limit.
At the time, musicians were beginning to include
videos as promotional material when romancing
record labels and the primary means of
promotion—radio. And the record companies had
no idea what to do with this material, other than to
file it.
Meanwhile, Chris targeted dance clubs and college
radio stations, both to promote and to discover. It
was in such a dance club that Chris saw his first
music video in use for the public. Chris was
wearing a satin tour jacket from the Tubes. When
the DJ played a Tubes number, Chris went to the
DJ booth to chat. Naturally, the DJ realized the
legal ramifications of playing the pirated video, but
Chris gave the DJ his ―Capitol‖ blessing, realizing
the beginning of the biggest promotion in music
history. Of course, MTV grabbed that baton and
ran shortly thereafter.
Chris snagged a Capitol contest among the thirteen
Capitol US Branches, initiated by Iron Maiden and
Ron Smallwood, the underground British Metal
Bank on Capital, and their brilliant manager, who
were shrewdly working the concept of bands
marketing to promote themselves directly to fans,
rather than chasing radio. Chris had Maiden‘s chief
character, a massive ―Eddie,‖ built over the roof of
former employer, The Crow‘s Nest, and did an instore appearance by the band at the store. They
had over 2,000 fans show up along with both of the
hottest radio stations in Chicago—WMET-FM and
WLUP-FM. Needless to say, they won. The prize
was a trip to London, where he met and worked
with Iron Maiden at Hammersmith Odeon, not to
mention David Bowie at Wembley Arena.
Over time, he met—and broke wide open--Duran
Duran, met the Police, and was present at Prince‘s
Park West‘s premiere of 1999. He worked for
A&M, EMI, Red Label Records (―The Super Bowl
Shuffle—remember that?), 4:20® Records, and
more.
Chris decided to move to San Francisco and work
for Navarre Corp. and Landmark Distributing,
working with artists like Run DMC. However, he
soon started his own promotion/distribution

company, Miraloma Music, continuing to expose
and produce some of the underground latest and
greatest from the west coast.
He also appeared before the San Francisco city
council to argue the case against artistic apartheid
with regard to a city program originally developed
to foster artists and computer driven entrepreneurs
vis a vis turning rotting lofts into affordable
housing for them. The real estate market soon
manhandled the program to make it work for them,
using any angle possible to sell real estate and
cutting out the parties the program was to have
benefited. Chris and others helped the City put the
kibosh on the misuse, and maintain its posture on
promoting an environment for artists and the
computer industry.
By then Chris owned a second company—
4:20®Records, and after the Big Quake, moved to
Los Angeles, still running Landmark and himself
now living in a loft. There he met Rick Fazekas,
who had a radio show he was trying to get
syndicated. They formed a company to bridge a gap
between Latino artists and fans. They called their
indie distribution company VyJ2 (an abbreviation
for Truth and Justice 2 in Spanish). Chris is the
president and Rick handles the artists and
repertoires. Seems to be a great way to bring young
―second language‖ Latino Rockers into the main
stream of the American record business.
But as it happens for the over fifty generation,
parents begin to require assistance, as did Chris‘
mom. So he moved back to Akron, all the while
running his companies via phone and electronics.
In Akron, Chris formed yet another company, The
Christopher Services, a party service which also
provides wine and food, and is in the middle of
structuring another company whereby he might
work with his brother Brian (‘71)--but that‘s still a
little hush-hush.
Today, he takes good care of his mother, and
continues his role as something of a wizard of Oz
for the music industry. Pay no attention to the man
behind the curtain—you may be assured he has his
hand on the heartbeat of exciting, new music.

quickly remove from skillet, cool, and add to salad
bowl. Add a handful of tiny grape tomatoes halved.

WAS GIBSTS ZU ESSEN?

Dress with olive oil, rice wine vinegar, fresh lime
juice and water. Season with salt and white
pepper. Schmeckt Gut!

FROM THE WINE CELLAR

After driving the old German potato salad recipe
like a Panzer through a barbeque year after year,
smashing
the
usual
competition—that
ol‘
mayonnaise gagger of dang near junk food, I found
my Oma‘s recipe had become a bit road weary and
possibly a little heavy on the curves. In the last
forty years, my cooking has steadily evolved, and
this essential comfort food recipe has morphed to
keep up with my sense of adventure, color, health,
and flavor. While I may make this salad different
every time, depending on my mood and resources,
two things remain constant: I am always going to
use onions with potatoes, because onion navigates
the potato and keeps it in the salad lane; and I am
always going to employ a vinaigrette to dress it,
because I find heavy dressings inevitably hijack the
salad.
Here‘s a sporty model for today‘s ride:
Roast fingerling potatoes, coated lightly in olive oil
in 400 degree oven until tender. I leave the tender
skins on. Remove and slice, drizzling with more oil
and seasoning with salt, white pepper ,and a pinch
of garlic granules, and put back to oven to roast till
they develop nice crispness. Cool again.
On the gas burner (if you don‘t have a gas burner,
use a cast iron skillet), roast a red pepper till black
and an ear of corn until it has charred (and popped
a bit, too—don‘t be scared of a little backfire).
Cool, deseed, and chop the pepper with skin on, and
cut corn kernels off cob. Finely chop red onion and
place in bowl with red pepper and corn. Roughly
chop lots of cilantro leaves and a little baby spinach
and add to bowl. In a skillet toss pine nuts until
brown—move it a lot in the skillet to keep it from
burning. As soon as you have achieved your roast,

For a while, the Old World/New World had me
twisted in the vines. While it seemed fairly easy
for me to navigate my way through wines grown in
the U.S., Australia, New Zealand, South American,
or Africa, when it came time to go back to my own
roots—namely Europe, nomenclature changed. It
sure made it hard for me to conduct studies in my
typically organized fashion. Finally, I did a little
research (at the library, y‘all!), and here‘s what I
discovered.
―Old World (European) wines get their appellation
from the very regions from which they are grown.
While a Pinot Noir will always be recognized as
such if from California or Australia, if from, say the
French region Burgundy, town of ChambolleMusigny, it will be known as such; or a Sangiovese

becomes a Chianti when grown in that particular
region of Tuscany. (Heretofore, I thought only
Champagne held such distinction.) In short, in the
Old World, wines are named after the regions
where they are grown, while in the New World,
they are named for what they are.‖ Thank you,
Andy Besch.
In the Old World, the wine comes from the land—
the mindset is the land literally makes the wine.
In California, the vintner makes it.
Furthermore, Old School holds to a rigid set of
rules at to what can be grown where, what grapes
can be combined, and what can and can‘t be done in
both the field and after pressing. And what their
populace gets are flavors that are time honored and
practically guaranteed. In the New World, it‘s a
whole different bagatelle. Vintners are bold, and
people don‘t hold to traditional values and
prejudices.
There exists a tremendous sense of
personal freedom to grow and produce innovatively.
It was time the old Sandster (c’est moi) brought her
research into the Wine Cellar itself. I decided to
spend a few weeks comparing the two worlds and
allow myself to dally at length in the vast racks of
wine often overlooked by hurried shoppers who
have settled for their usual wines, suitable to both
palate and pocket. I must admit, I felt quite lost
when trying to differentiate French, Spanish, and
Italian wines.
But often with the help of a
sommelier, I went beyond my limited Rhone
repertoire and sallied deep into wine country. And
simultaneously, I tried different New World labels
than heretofore explored.
My primary discovery is there is a distinctive
difference between the two which is apart from
vintner or region and which literally puts the wine
into one of those two groups. Old World wines tend
to be much more subtle, lighter in color, and earthy
and dry, while New World stock is richer, more
bold, deeper in color, and fruity. They each bear
their own complexities and depth of flavor,
variations in oakiness, etc.
The wines I sampled and by far liked best were
Franciscan Estates 2009, Avalon 2009, both
Cabernet Sauvignons; Villa Puccini, a 2007
Toscana, and a wonderful Le Grand Noir 2008.
I guess there is some satisfaction in knowing there
is so much to explore when it comes to the grape
and that there is little fear of becoming bored with
this most amazing thing we call wine. May your
adventures take you on interesting journeys, as
well.

FALLEN EAGLE – MICHELLE JOYCE
LIPPERT ‘72
By Jerry Lippert ‗71
Brother to an AWESOME Sister
BS Business from Brigham Young University 1977,
Expert Skier…was on the staff at Robert Redford‘s
Sundance Resort…Ski Instructor to the stars that
would visit ―Bob.‖
Married for a short time to Steve Trout from 1975
thru 1980.
Started Lippert and Company with my father
Gerald Lippert, Sr.; was the senior broker and
supervised 5 salespeople and 2 brokers. Even tho
my Dad might not admit it ... she made the
Company work by cleaning up everyone's bad
paperwork. Lippert & Company still exists today
under the name of Heather Garden's Brokers and
continues the success that Shelley created with my
Father in 1982. Shelley lived in New Zealand from
2006 thru 2008 and fell in love with the country.
Her final wish was for her ashes to be spread 50%
at the Continental Divide and 50% in her favorite
lake in New Zealand. My Dad, my Mom Judy and I
did the Colorado portion on Sunday, July 31 and
her partner will take the remainder to New
Zealand in September.
She was so adventurous. While I was in school, I
would hear of her trips to Africa, New Zealand and
Tibet. Her prized possession is a picture she had
taken as she shook the hand of the Dali Lama. She
did not summit Mount Everest, but climbed to one
of the upper base camps at about 22,000ft. She was
an accomplished runner and ran marathons in
Denver and Boston..."The" Boston Marathon. The
pictures sent have stories...she was an extra on the
set of "Electric Horseman" in Las Vegas and at her
office at Lippert and Company. She looked a very
young 56, due to her vegan diet and healthy
lifestyle. I could go on and on ... as she had so many
"adventures" that we thought made her life full of
joy and happiness.
Keep my sister/our friend in your thoughts if you
will. Even though there are so many foundations
"out there"... an appropriate group for her might be
the
CENTRAL
ASIAN
INSTITUTE",
and
organization
based
in
Afghanistan
and
Pakistan...near her beloved mountains. CAI is an
organization dedicated to building schools and
educating girls and women. The work of Greg
Mortensen has saved thousands of lives by simply
educating the girls of these tiny villages in these
Muslim countries with rudimentary prenatal care
and sterile delivery techniques.

Depression and Bi-Polar disorder are lethal...only
now my Dad and I are discovering just how much.

COLORADO SPRINGS 2011 REUNION
PHOTOS
By John Neumyer ‗70

FALLEN EAGLE – LEE
WHISTLER ‘71
Mike Calloway ‗71
Lee played timbales and percussion with George
and the Rockets over several mutations of the
group. I had the pleasure of being part of G&R
during the Spring of ‘71 with Lee, David Bach,
Cary Lunsford, Jay Marciano, and Sach Jarrman.
I reconnected with Lee a little over a year ago and
exchanged several emails. He was an explosives
disposal contractor in Iraq and while Stateside also
taught his skills to our troops at the John F.
Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School at Ft.
Bragg.
I will always remember his intense energy and
sharp sense of humor.

Music:
California Dreamin‘ – John Phillips,
performed by Mammas and Pappas
Somewhere Over the Rainbow –
Performed by Papa John Creech
Shoo-Fly Don‘t Bother Me – Bo Dollis and
Monk Boudreaux and the Rebirth Brass
Band

